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K Y B E R N E T I K A — VOLUME 3 9 ( 2 0 0 3 ) , NUMBER 2, P A G E S 1 4 3 - 1 5 4 

MODELS COMBINATION IN (MAX,+) ALGEBRA 
FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A SIMULATION 
AND ANALYSIS SOFTWARE 

SÉBASTIEN LAHAYE, LAURENT HARDOUIN AND JEAN-LOUIS BOIMOND 

This paper presents a modeling methodology in (max, +) algebra which has been de
veloped in order to implement a modulary software for the simulation and the analysis of 
electronic cards production lines. More generally, this approach may be applied to hybrid 
flowshop type manufacturing systems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The first results about (max, +) algebra appeared [4] more than 20 years ago. In 
particular this approach allows apprehending more easily the modeling of synchro
nization and delay phenomena. Many algebraic tools have been developed in order 
to work out a linear theory for a certain class of discrete events systems. The main 
class corresponds to the systems which can be represented by timed event graphs 
(TEGs). A TEG is a timed Petri net [11] for which each place admits only one 
upstream transition and one downstream transition. This means that all potential 
conflicts in using tokens in places have already been arbitrated by some predefined 
policy. These limitations are certainly restrictive for most applications, nevertheless 
they can generally be satisfied by making some design and scheduling decisions at 
an upper hierarchical level. The theory for these systems in (max, +) or (min, +) 
algebra presents strong analogies with the conventional linear system theory. Indeed 
concepts such as state representation, transfer matrices, optimal control, correctors 
synthesis and identification theory have been introduced [1, 2, 3, 10]. 

This theory finds applications in particular for the study of manufacturing sys
tems. This paper presents an application of these theoretical results developed 
in collaboration with an industrial partner. Indeed, we have developed a modulary 
software package dedicated to the simulation and the analysis of electronic cards pro
duction lines. We present the modeling methodology in (max, +) algebra adopted 
in order to implement this modulary software. More generally, this approach may 
be applied to hybrid flowshop type manufacturing systems where products cross 
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successive stages arranged in a linear manner, and where several products can be 
processed simultaneously at a given stage. 

In the first place, we propose to model each stage of the assembly line by a timed 
event graph with variable holding times. In order to ease this first modeling step, 
a functioning rule for Petri nets, which forces places to operate as FIFO channels, 
is introduced. From this graphical model, representations in (max, +) algebra are 
then deduced. 

The second step consists in combining the different models obtained for the suc
cessive stages of the line. A simple combination in series is not sufficient to accurately 
model the dynamic behavior of the line: A method for combination, called concate
nation, is then proposed to take into account the substantial correlations between 
the assembled elejnentary systems. It consists in splitting each elementary system 
into two subsystems in order to model, on the one hand, the parts flow from input 
to output, and on the other hand, the information flow from output to input. This 
approach allows taking into account, not only the dynamics of each stage, but also 
its loading effects on the assembly line. A simulation algorithm can directly be de
duced from the resulting model. Standard representations in (max, +) algebra can 
also be established for the analysis of the system. The outline of the paper is as 
follows. In Section 2, we recall basic elements of (max,+) algebra. In Section 3, 
the modeling technique in (max, +) algebra is presented. Section 4 is devoted to the 
combination of systems. More precisely, the concatenation of elementary systems is 
presented for the modeling of assembly lines. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

We consider the semi-field (RU {—co}, ©, ®) in which the law 0 is max, and ® is the 
usual addition. We denote respectively e = —oo and e = 0 the neutral elements of 0 
and ®. The element e is absorbing for ®. The law 0 is idempotent, i.e., a®a = a. 

(RU{—oo}, 0 , ®) is an idempotent semi-ring otdioid [1, 2], and is usually referred 
to as (max, +) algebra. We shall denote it by K-nax-

In the following, we shall consider vectors and matrices with entries in Rmax • The 
product of a vector u G R^ax by a scalar a G IRmax is defined as 

(a^u)i = a^>Ui = a + Ui. 

The sum and product of matrices are defined conventionally, replacing + and x by 
0 and ®, respectively. Let A,B G R^.*" » 

(A0B) i j = A{j® B{j 

n 

(A. ® B) y = 0 -4a ® Bij = max (Au + Btj). 
1=1 

KKn 

The matrix-vector product is defined in a similar way. 
Most of the time, the symbol'®' is omitted as is the case in conventional algebra. 
A system S is a mapping from the set of admissible input signals to the set of 

admissible output signals. In this paper, the signals of interest are non-decreasing 
functions: Z i-> HLax. 
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3. MODELING IN THE (MAX,+) ALGEBRA 

In this section, we recall how systems involving synchronization phenomena can be 
modeled by linear equations in (max, +) algebra. More particularly, the focus will 
be on assembly lines and an example of electronic cards production line. In a first 
place, successive stages of assembly lines (machines, conveyors, etc) are modeled 
by TEGs with variable holding times. With the aim of easing this modeling, we 
introduce a functioning rule for Petri nets which forces places to operate as FIFO 
channels. Starting from this graphical model, representations in the (max, +) algebra 
are presented in a second place. 

3.1. Petri net model 

We denote by V (respectively, T) the finite set of places (respectively, transitions1) 
of a TEG, and Mp G N the number of tokens being initially in place p G V\ p* 
(respectively, *p) refers to the output transition (respectively, input transition) of p. 
We define similarly the sets £*, mt as the set of output places, and the set of input 
places, of transition t eT. 

We call holding time the minimum amount of time tokens have to stay in a place: 
the token indexed k in place p incurs the holding time denoted Tp(k). 

Definition 1. We define the earliest FIFO functioning rule of a TEG as follows. 

1. A transition t fires as soon as each place upstream t contains at least one avail
able token. 

2. We denote t(n) the date at which transition t fires for the (n + l)-st time. This 
firing consumes one token in each upstream place and produces one token 
in each downstream place. A token added in place p G P at time t(n) is 
indexed k with k = n + Mp and becomes available for transition p9 from 
instant maxo<i<n{t(i) + Tp(i + Mp)}. 

The only originality in the proposed functioning rule concerns the tokens avail
ability. Classically, the token indexed k in place p is said to be available as soon as 
its holding time Tp(k) is over [1, chpt. 2]. The above definition of availability ensures 
besides that tokens cannot overtake one another when traversing places (places op
erate as FIFO channels). It notably enables to easily model elements (machines, 
conveyor, . . . ) of mixed-model assembly lines (which are intrinsically overtake free) 
on which several parts can be simultaneously handled. 
With the aim of corroborating this point, let us consider for example a machine 
of insertion of electronic components modeled by the TEG functioning according 
to the FIFO rule represented in Figure 1. Transition u\ represents the arrival of 
electronic cards in the upstream storage area, x\ the arrival of unprocessed cards in 
the machine, transition v\ the arrival of components in machine, X2 the beginning 

1ln the following, we classically partition the set of transitions T = UU X\jy, where U is the set 
of transitions with no predecessors (input transitions), y is the set of transitions with no successors 
(output transitions), and X = T\ (U U y) (internal transitions). 
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of the insertion process which requires a card and the presence of components, xs 
the output of processed cards in the downstream area. The sequence of holding time 
Ti(-) correspond to the preparation times of the successive cards and r2(-) is equal 
to their processing times. The two tokens indicate that the machine can process two 
cards simultaneously. Two cards, processed simultaneously, cannot overtake one 
another in the machine even if their processing times are different, and the FIFO 
functioning rule enables to naturally model this behavior. 

V 

*;(•) s o 

Fig. 1. TEG example. 

3.2. Representations in the (max,+) algebra 

The modeling methodology for TEGs functioning according to the FIFO rule is 
similar to the one presented in [1, chap. 2] for TEGs with the classical rule. 

With each transition t G T we associate a dater variable also denoted t: t(k) 
denotes the date of the (k + l)-st firing of transition t. By convention we have 
t(k) = -Foo if t fires less than (k -F 1) times, and, t(k) = £ for all k < 0. The 
sequences of holding times rp(fc), p G V, k G Z are assumed to be given nonnegative 
and finite integers. 
For sake of briefness, we suppose here that initial tokens are available from instant 
- c o . Towards the modeling of TEGs in the (max,-f-) algebra, this comes down 
considering canonical initial conditions (see in [1, §2.5] how to deal with 'non-zero' 
initial conditions). 

Assertion 1. The dater variables of a TEG functioning according to the FIFO 
rule satisfy the following equation: 

t(k) = © ©W0®f(«-Mp)], kez, 
{t'=*p\p£*t} i<k 

or equivalently 

t(k) = 0 [rp(fc)®t'(fc-Mp)] 0 t(k-l) kez. 
{f=*p\pe*t} 
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Remark 1. Eq. (1) does not model the behavior of a TEG (with the classical 
functioning rule) for which each transition is recycled2. Consider for example the 
simple TEG functioning according to the FIFO rule represented in Figure 2 (a). Its 
dynamic behavior is described by equation 

and with 

t2(k) =т(Л)íi(Л) t 2 ( * - l ) 

h(k) т(k) 

(1) 

we have t2(0) = 4 and t2(l) = 4. Eq. 1 does not model the dynamic behavior of the 
TEG represented in Figure 2 (b). Functioning according to the usual rule. Indeed, 
even if transition t2 is recycled, with the classical rule, tokens may overtake one 
another in the timed place, and with the previous scenario, the first and second 
firing of transition t2 occur respectively at time 3 and 4. 

•o-
(a) 

гO 

C 
Fig. 2. Illustration of Remark 1. 

3.2.1. State model 

We denote by u (respectively x, y) the vector of input (respectively, state, output) 
daters t, t G U (respectively, X, y). As for TEGs, one can obtain after several 
manipulations the following standard state model [7]: 

x(k) = A(k - l)x(k 

y(k) = C(k)x(k) 

1) B(k)u(k) 
(2) 

where A(k), B(k), C(k), k G Z, are matrices of respective dimensions n x n, n x p, 
q x n 3 with entries in IRmax- In particular, an entry [-4(fc)]̂ . is equal to e if, and 
only if, transition labeled Xj does not belong to the set 9(*Xi). 

2 A transition is said to be recycled if {p G V \ p G *t,p G t#, Mp = 1} ^ 0. 
3We have q = | y |, but n (resp. p) may be greater than | X \ (resp. | U |) because the state 

vector x (resp. input vector u) may have been extended to obtain the standard Eqs. (2). 
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3.2.2. Input-output relationship 

The 
first recursive equation of (2) can also be written 

k 

x(k) = $(k,k0)x(k0)® 0 $(Kj)B(j)u(j),k>k0, (3) 
j=*o+l 

where the state-transition matrix $(fc,i) is given by 

not defined, i > k 

$(fc,i) = < e (identity element of Zmax" n ) , i = k 

K A(k - 1) ® A(k - 2) ® • • • ® A(i), i < k 

R e m a r k 2. The state-transition matrix satisfies the composition property 

$(fc, i) = $(fc, I) ® $(/, i), where fc > I > i, 

and in particular for k > i: 

$(fc, 0 = A(k - l)^(fc - l , t ) , $(k, i) = ^(fc, i + l)i4(i). 

The input-output relationship is deduced from Eq. (3) with x(k0) = u(k0) = e for 
fcn < 0, and is given by: 

VfcGZ, y(k) = (Qh(kJ)u(j) (4) 

where h is called the impulse response and is defined by: 

f C(fc)*(fc,j)-30); ' fc>i, 
h(kj) = I (5) 

I £ w x P matrix of £), fc < j , 

Remark 3. For conventional discrete-time linear time-varying systems [6], the 
input-output relationship is given by: y(k) = ]Cj=-c»Mfc> J)WC/)- The analogy with 
formula (4) should be clear. 

Example 1. Let us consider again a machine of insertion of components modeled 
by the TEG represented in Figure 1. Its dynamic behavior is described by the state 
equation4 (2) with: 

A(k - 1 ) = 

( e e s e \ 
T\(k) e e Ti(k) 

Tl(k)T2(k) T2(k) e TX(k)T2(k) 
\ e e e e ) 

4An output equation is not required since the TEG has no output transition. 
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B(k) = 
rг(k) 

n(k)т2(k) 
є 

and x(k) = 

xi(k) 
x2(k) 
x3(k) 

\x3(k-l) 

u(k) 
fUl(k)\ 

4. MODEL FOR ASSEMBLY LINES 

Assembly lines, in particular electronic cards production lines, are composed of sev
eral stages (machines, such as the components insertion machine presented in the 
previous section, conveyors, etc) arranged in a linear manner, and each card crosses 
these successive stages of the line in the same order (manufacturing system of flow-
shop type). A whole model for these systems can be obtained by establishing a TEG 
representing the whole line, and by obtaining its representations in the (max, +) al
gebra. The modeling approach presented in this section rather consists in modeling 
each stage separately, and besides in connecting these elementary models in a cor
rect manner. Such a broken down modeling approach is appropriate if one aims to 
build a modulary simulation software for these systems. A library of elementary 
models (representing different machines, conveyors, etc) can then be defined, and a 
simulation of the line is then obtained by simply connecting these models according 
to any order. 

4.1. Elementary systems in series 

The simplest principle for considering the assembly of models is to put in series the 
elementary systems as represented in Figure 3. 

U 
si — * ] s2 [• • •—1 

C C 
N 

c 
Fig. 3. Series combination of elementary systems. 

This principle assumes that the subsystem inputs do not depend on inputs in 
downstream systems. 

As in conventional systems theory, starting from the state model (or impulse 
response) of each elementary system, the representation (state model or impulse 
response) resulting from their connection in series can be established [9]. 

Regarding an assembly line, cascading elementary systems comes down to assum
ing that there is a storage area with an infinite capacity between each subsystem. 
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Example 2. Figure 6 presents the resulting series combination of two TEGs. The 
first system (system 1) represents a machine of insertion of electronic components 
previously described in Section 3.1. The second TEG (system 2) represents a furnace 
allowing the welding of components on the cards. A card is transported, through 
furnace, on a conveyor advancing at constant speed. The card is then conveyed 
towards a buffer ventilated in order to be cooled. Holding time r3 is the minimum 
interval between the entry of two cards in the furnace, T\ is the transportation 
time in the furnace, T5 is the transfer time towards the cooling buffer, and TQ(-) 
represents the minimum sojourn time in the cooling buffer. The number of tokens 
v% corresponds to the maximum number of cards authorized between the input of 
the furnace and the output of the buffer. v<i represents the capacity of the conveyor 
between furnace and buffer. The bold place represents the storage area with an 
infinite capacity between the elementary systems. 

Fig. 4. TEG modeling two elementary systems in series. 

In general, the model obtained by cascading elementary systems is not sufficiently 
accurate for assembly lines. In fact, the assumption of infinite capacity stocks be
tween elementary systems, which corresponds to a perfect impedance matching when 
electrical or acoustical systems are combined in series, is not realistic. Besides, in 
pull-flow systems, such internal stocks are usually restricted as much as possible in 
order to limit works in process. 

In the following section, we propose another principle for the assembly of models 
which allows taking into account the possible correlations between the assembled 
elementary systems. 

4.2. Concatenation of elementary systems 

To consider the coupling between elementary systems, more exactly, to consider 
the realistic case where the inputs of the systems are constrained by the inputs in 
the downstream systems, we assume that each elementary system Sn is split into 
two subsystems Sn and Sn which are connected as represented in Figure 5. The 
subsystem Sn describes the information flow from upstream to downstream, and 
conversely Sn describes the information flow from downstream to upstream. 
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h-l \ * | 

-> òn-l 

c b 
Òn-I 

si 

c Vn 

F i g . 5. Model concatenation. 

>$ 
In+I 

• - > 

The input of each subsystem S% corresponds to the vector of signals 

U» = 

in which Vn corresponds to the inputs acting directly on the system and In the inputs 
depending both on outputs of upstream subsystem and on input of downstream 
subsystem: 

/„ = Bi(/„+i)ecS„_1(ct„_i). 
By convention, we set: I_ = Sb(I2)®u. The output y of the last subsystem numbered 
IV is simply equal to y = I/v+i = SN(IN)-

This model combination leads easily to an algorithm for the simulation of the 
production line. Indeed, assuming that each stage of the line is initially idle (no parts 
remain in the line from a past functioning), in other words, that the TEG modeling 
the system is in canonical initial conditions (see [1]), the state equation (2) of each 
subsystem S!j can also be written xbj(k) = Abj(k - l)x)(k - 1) 0 Bb

j(k)Ij+1(k -
Vj) in which Vj > 0 corresponds to the number of parts which can be processed 
simultaneously at stage j . This then leads to explicit recurrences in the following 
algorithm used for simulation. 

Vj _ [1,n], _ ? ( - ! ) = x)(-l) = e, I(-vj) = I(-vj + !) = . . . = / ( - 1 ) = e. 

For k from 0 to kf. 
For j from 1 to IV 

*Џ) 
Sa-i(*0 

Ij(k) 

(k) 

AЏ l)xb(k - 1) 0 Bb(k)Ij+1(k - Vj) 

A^_,(k - i)x^(k -1) e_9;(fc)t^_i(fc) 

( i i ( * ) T , ^ ( * ) T ) T -

The use of this algorithm (instead of a recurrence on the global state model) has 
several advantages for the simulation: 

— modularity: the addition or deletion of elementary systems only requires to 
modify a portion of the algorithm (instead of re-establishing the whole state 
model). 
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— optimization of the calculating times: in Assertion 2, an example of construc
tion of matrices for the global state model is given. The resulting matrices 
contain several null blocks (whose entries are equal to e). The proposed algo
rithm avoids handling needlessly these blocks for the simulation. 

The representations (state-space representation or impulse response) of the re
sulting system can be established. Because of the lack of space, only a state-
representation for the system resulting from the concatenation of two elementary 
subsystems is given in the following assertion. 

Asser t ion 2. Let (A}(k), B?(k), C?(*)) and (Aj(fc), .B?(fc), C*(fc)), k € Z, be the 
state-space realizations of «Sf and «S.f, i = 1,2. A state-space realization of S resulting 
from the concatenation of S\ and S2 is given by: 

A(k) = 

( A?(fc) B?(k)C\(k) 
B\(k)C?(k) A\(k) 
B2

a(fc)Oř(fc) 
V 

Ш) 
Bь

2(k)Cì(k) 

B\(k)cm 
B%(k)Cb(k) 

Ab
2(k) 

\ 

ì 
(B\(k)\ 

, C(fc) = (- • Q(fc) • ) B(k) = 

in which entries denoted "•" are blocks of e. 

This state-space representation can be used to establish a just-in-time control for 
the manufacturing system [7], and/or to compute its cycle time when the production 
is repetitive [8]. It also makes it possible to simulate the system, but, as pointed out 
previously, the proposed modular approach is preferable for simulation. 

E x a m p l e 3. An adequate model for the portion of production line considered 
previously, is the concatenation of the TEGs modeling the machine of insertion of 
components and the furnace represented in Figure 4. More precisely, the transition 
denoted i2 in Figure 4 is the merge of transitions X3 and £4 in Figure 5. The bold 
line parts of the TEGs correspond to the subsystems S\ and S2, while the thin line 
parts represent the subsystems «Sf and S2. 
Let us assume that v2 = 1 and 1/3 = 2. The state model of this system is defined in 
Assertion 2 with: 

.Xl(fc) . 

A\(k) = Bl(k\- ' e 
vП(fc) 

) , C?(fc) = (є r 2(fc)), є 

ia(fc) 
x[(k)= ( i 2 ( f c - l ) | , «í(fc)=i2(fc), 

i2(k - 2) 
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J-*o System 1 -. System 2 
Z-x 

O^bO^lrO^OÍIrO^lrO-IrO-
У 

Fig. 6. TEG modeling two elementary systems concatenated. 

fe e e 
A{(k)=\e e e l , B\(k)=\e\, C\(k) = (e e e ) , 

ie e e J \e 

x2(k) 
xa

2(k)= | x3(k) ) , <(*;) = i2(&), 
^x 3 (fc-l) 

rT5 £ £ \ / T ^ 
i45(fc)=|c e el B%(k)= \e J, . C$(k) = (e r6(k) e ), 

e e e J \e 

( h{v , 
.r§(fc)= » 3 ( * - l ) | , «$(*)= *s(*). 

V *'2(*) 
f£ e e \ I e 

A\(k)=\e e e ), £ * ( & ) = [ s ), C2
a(A:) = "(e e e ) 

^ e r3 

From these representations, the proposed algorithm can be used to compute evolu
tions of variables Ij(k), j = 1 . . . IV. 

With a view to implement a simulation software, these representations can be 
established for each kind of system composing the line in order to build a resource 
library. 

5. CONCLUSION 

A modeling methodology in (max, +) algebra has been presented for assembly lines. 
This approach has been implemented in a software package called MAISTeR [5] de
veloped in collaboration with industry in order to simulate and evaluate performance 
of electronic cards production lines. The modularity of the approach has made it 
possible that the software user can simply build the model of the line by connecting 
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machines models available in a library. For the simulation, the user must besides 
inform a schedule as well as an inventory position. Thanks to analysis modules, the 
resulting da t a are used by engineers or operators for several purposes: detection of 
bot t le necks, prediction of requirements in human resources and component supply. 
They are also used to evaluate relevance of modifications on the line. We are cur
rently aiming at implementing an additional control module, using available control 
results in (max, + ) , which would allow improving the production management . 

(Received April 2, 2002.) 
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